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Forecasting the Future
Imagine the world of the genome in the year 2050.  It is likely that
human life span will be doubled, that parents will be able to choose
their children�s eye color, hair color, and skin tone and that genetic
enhancement techniques will allow us to be better athletes, have
better memories and look better.  Some surgery will be a thing of the
past and when you are prescribed a drug it will be based on a chip that
you will carry in your pocket.  A trip to the grocery store will require an
understanding of the newest gene transfer technology, as many
everyday food items will be genetic mosaics constructed for maximum
nutrition and production. The way we will manage the natural world
will be profoundly changed�museums and zoos will be able to clone
some endangered species and will therefore become vital storage
centers for seeds, eggs, sperm, and cell lines for cloning and
replenishing species if habitat destruction is ever thwarted. For the
first time in the history of humanity, we may be able to rid the world
of hunger, but in the process we may also cause mass extinction.

Our Choices
The technology and how we use it must first be understood and vetted
by people in all parts of the world and from all walks of life.  We can ill
afford to see this technology and knowledge be used in an exclusive or
an irresponsible fashion. Thus, unlocking the secrets of the genome
offers unprecedented new opportunities and serious new choices
affecting all aspects of our lives from privacy to identity, from health to
enhancement. Who should have access to our genome? Do we want to
know from the moment our children are conceived the chances that
they have of developing certain diseases? How much should we rely on
gene therapy to combat disease? Should we be able to modify
ourselves to improve our appearance and mental and athletic skills?
And who will set the standards?

�What difference will knowledge of my genome make in my
life?�
Our genetic similarities and differences are revolutionizing everything
from fighting disease to fighting crime. Because we can determine
individual identities, we can apply the human genome to forensics,
genetic testing, choosing our genes, and gene therapy. With the



promise of genetic technologies come questions of privacy, ownership
and responsibility.

�Should we choose our genes?�
We are on our way to predicting the genetic components of traits and
disorders that parents will pass on to their children �and technological
advances are enabling us to make genetic changes. Will we be
tempted to �design� our babies by choosing their genes?  Will this
technology create a new class of super human elites?

�What do my genes say about me?�
Genetic testing for simple inherited diseases like PKU and Tay Sachs is
common now, but with the development of techniques learned from
our genome, more complex diseases like cancers and hypertension will
be tested for in the future.  The advisability of such testing for
diseases without cures and the ethical, economical ramifications of
genetic testing are only now emerging.

�How might changing my genes affect my health?�
The genome project opens the door for many new gene therapy
treatments in people.  Gene therapy is the replacement of defective
genes that cause disease in an individual with functional genes that
can correct the disease problem.  Associated with the promise of gene
therapy are serious ethical issues such as clinical testing and whether
the therapy should be implemented in reproductive cells so that the
introduced genetic changes can be inherited.

�Will being able to choose genes change who we are?�
Genetic enhancement has been a focus of much of genetic research on
humans.  We will be able to enhance many aspects of our physical
appearance and of our makeup in the future as the result of genomic
technological advances.  Will we be tempted to �design� our offspring
by choosing their genes?  What are the promises and implications?

�Who has access to my genes?�
With these incredible advances come ethical issues. As more is
revealed about each person�s genetic code, questions of discrimination
and privacy arise. Will insurance companies have access to detailed
information about a patient�s potential to develop genetic diseases?
Will employers skew hiring practices based on genetic knowledge? It�s
already happening in some countries.



�Could we? Should we?� Genetic modification and cloning.
People have selectively bred and modified plants and animals over
thousands of years. What are the potential benefits and issues
surrounding modifying the genes of plants, animals, and other
organisms? How will it affect our environment? Will it end world
hunger? Will genetically modified organisms become cheap
pharmaceutical factories reducing drug production costs making life
saving drugs accessible to all?   How else might genetic modification of
plants and animals affect the world?

The 1996 birth of a cloned sheep named Dolly put cloning in the
spotlight. Since then, achievements in cloning animals�sheep, cows,
mice, pigs, and goats�have spurred debates over how this technology
should be used. Should we clone endangered species to save them
from extinction? Could we create herds of made to order livestock? We
may soon clone animals to produce transplant organs for humans. Are
human clones next?


